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mumbai: 55% of 282 samples of covid patients test positive for omicron

This was the seventh batch of samples sent to a lab at the Kasturba Hospital of the Brihanmumbai Municipal Corporation (BMC) and the National Institute of Virology, Pune, a BMC release said.
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**cannabinoids block cellular entry of sars-cov-2 and the emerging variants**

Article Views are the COUNTER-compliant sum of full text article downloads since November 2008 (both PDF and HTML) across all institutions and individuals. These metrics are regularly updated to

A number of virological factors (e.g., the hepatitis C virus [HCV] genotype and baseline titer of HCV RNA) may influence the treatment response. Indeed, the SVR rate is approximately 80% for
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**definition of “employer” under section 3(5) of erisa-association health plans**

No excess lung cancer mortality was found for the populations of talc millers exposed to high levels of talc but without any other potential carcinogen (SMR = 0.92, 42 cases) while the summary of

**integral reactor containment condensation model and experimental validation**

An inverse heat conduction model was developed to capture the rapid transient transfer characteristics, and the analysis method is applicable to SMR safety analysis followed by a conclusion

**improved biomarker and imaging analysis for characterizing progressive cardiac fibrosis in a mouse model of chronic chagasic cardiomyopathy**

**trading 7% near to its 52-week high this auto stock gets a buy call from emkay global**

This restructuring exercise is a step toward the company's Vision 2025 - revenue target of USD36bn with ROCE of 40%.” The above stock has been picked from the brokerage report of Emkay Global

**glaukos announces fda 510(k) clearance of iprime™**

This report updates and combines earlier versions of guidelines for the prevention and treatment of opportunistic infections (OIs) in HIV-infected adults (i.e., persons aged >18 the addition of a

**contagious acute gastrointestinal infections**

For the other, non-enveloped and year-round viruses (i.e., rhinovirus, adenovirus, and bocavirus), a continuous virological diagnosis needs to be implemented in clinical laboratories to more

**seasonal coronaviruses and other neglected respiratory viruses: a global perspective and a local snapshot**
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